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Read the short story.  Then answer each question. 

 

Big Feet 

Lynx are cats. 

They live in the wild. 

Lynx have big feet. 

Their feet are big for their size. 

Lynx need big feet in winter. 

Big feet help them walk on snow. 

Big feet help them move softly. 
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Lynx can spread their toes. 

This makes their feet bigger. 

Bigger feet help them run on snow. 

Bigger feet help them move fast. 

Lynx have special feet. 

Their feet work like snowshoes! 
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Exercises: 

1.  Circle the correct choice in each sentence. 

 Big feet help them walk on ( snow / water ). 

 Big feet help them move ( softly / loudly ). 

 Big feet help them move ( slow / fast ). 

2. Put the words in order to make each 

sentence. 

 in   /  feet   /  Lynx   /  winter   /  need   /  big 

 ___________________________________________ 

special   /   Lynx   /   feet   /   have 

 ___________________________________________ 

 like   /  Their   /  snowshoes   /  feet   /  work 

 ___________________________________________ 
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3. Draw a picture of yourself with big feet.  

Can you label your right and left feet? 
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Answers: 
 
1.  Circle the correct choice in each sentence. 

 Big feet help them walk on ( snow / water ). 

 Big feet help them move ( softly / loudly ). 

 Big feet help them move ( slow / fast ). 

2. Put the words in order to make each 

sentence. 

 Lynx need big feet in winter.  

 Lynx have special feet. 

 Their feet work like snowshoes. 

3. Draw a picture of yourself with big feet.  

Can you label your right and left feet? 

 Answers will vary. 
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